
EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL: EXPLAINED.



WHAT IS EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL 
AND WHY IS IT SO CRITICAL TO SUCCESS?

Experiential Retail is the talk of the retail world, and quickly a top priority for retail to 
succeed.  If you ask industry leaders and retailers you will get many different answers 
to what it means, how to implement it, and how to afford it.

Experiential Retail is being influenced by the change in consumer demographics.  
The fastest growing and most influential segment sof the buying population are the 
Gen-Z and Millennial shoppers. 

  

Further, they are much more interested in their purchases  “doing” stuff for them than 
“owning” stuff.  If you can deliver a memory around the purchase on your product or 
service, that’s a good barometer for success.

What is outlined below are strong guiding principles for how to deliver experiential 
retail with examples of retailers who are succeeding in doing so.

These shoppers are less focused on brand loyalty 
and more focused on what the brand does for them.



SHAREABILITY

Create obvious opportunities for “Insta” 
moments in your retail stores.  Social media 
is one of the more powerful marketing tools 
you can use.  Creating reasons and spaces 
for customers to engage with social sharing 
creates an experience in your retail stores.

AT&T at Mall of America has recreated 
the iconic coach from “FRIENDS” and 
encourages customers to take pictures 
in the store and share via social media.

Dedicated areas in the store that are 
designated & photo worthy

Encourage customers to share with 
their network and the store’s social 
media accounts

Offer discounts or incentives for your 
customers connecting with the store’s 
social media accounts

Technology based displays that offer 
social media integration and sharing

•

•

•

•



Buff City Soap makes their products to order right in the 
store for customers to see. This creates engagement and 
excitement in the product and process.

ENGAGEMENT, NOT SALES

If you build it, they will come! Delivering 
engaging solutions at retail WILL translate 
into more sales.

Interactive digital displays

Live product and service demos and 
testing spaces

“Try before you buy” programs as 
well as free samples

•

•

•



B8ta uses bright digital displays, impactful 
lighting and relaxing music to encourage 
extended visits in their stores.  They have one of 
the more experiential environments in retail today.

APPEAL TO THE SENSES

The 5 senses are proven to have one of the 
biggest impacts on customer experience and 
purchasing behavior.  Create ways for 
customers to touch, see, smell, hear and 
taste your products!

Tactile digital displays provide the experience 
most customers want

Clever use of colors, lighting & merchandising 
make your environments appealing to visit

Ambient music makes your environments 
more inviting

Introducing scents that create happy and 
relaxed customers will translate into sales.  
Tastes too, if relevant

•

•

•

•



Toys R Us decreased their stores to approximately 
6000 sq ft from 40000+ and investing into 
experiential technology!  The end result, 
customer experience and sales are up!

SMALLER IS BETTER

Consumers are embracing smaller store 
footprints that deliver an experience. Lower 
overhead means higher ROI.  Retailers are using 
that ROI to invest in technology and other 
experiential solutions that customers prefer.

Decrease your costs with rent, operations & 
payroll

Invest a portion of your savings into 
experiential technology

Apps like endless aisle still allow you to offer 
full inventory

•

•

•



Apple conducts free regular training classes on 
how to get the best experience out of their 
products.  It draws in a lot of people and 
strengthen their brand.

STORE EVENTS & 
EXPERIENCES

Live events and experiences will drive increased 
traffic and create a memory for your customers.

Free classes on how to get the most out of 
your products and services

Schedule events that have nothing to do with 
your products and services but that are 
sought after by your customers.

Encourage your brands to provide giveaways 
at the event

•

•

•



Poolwerx delivers all customers purchases to their 
cars when they are leaving the store. A nice 
personal touch that consumers love!

HUMAN ELEMENT

Consumer prefer human interaction, train 
your employees to make it fun and interactive

Employees should use the products they sell 
and be great presenters of the F & B

Get rid of the traditional POS counter barrier

Employees should encourage the use of store 
technology by consumers, it’s the perfect 
blend that omni-channel customers love

•

•

•

•
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